Create a work order, invoice and other forms with digital print features including bar codes, color graphics, logos, sequential numbering and more.

• Optimized for color on the iGen3® and iGen4®
• Benchmark image legibility on multiple part forms
• Improved runnability—load the trays and let it run
• Excellent feed reliability
• Clean running
• Superior toner adhesion
• Environmentally friendly—SFI Certified

Also available in unlimited custom carbonless options:
• Pre-print up to six colors
• Multiple perf options
• Drill or punch holes
• Special sizes and paper collations

The Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI) program participants practice sustainable forestry on all the lands they manage. They also influence millions of additional acres through the training of loggers and foresters in best management practices and landowner outreach programs. This unique commitment to sustainable forestry recognizes that all forest landowners, not just SFI program participants, play a critical role in ensuring the long-term health and sustainability of our forests.

This paper is certified under the SFI program.
# Xerox Premium Digital Carbonless® Paper

## Order Information

### 8.5" x 11" Pre-Collated

| Straight | 3R12420 | 3R12421 | 3R12425 | 3R12426‡ |
| Reverse  | 3R12420 | 3R12421 | 3R12424 | 3R12429 |

### 11" x 17" Pre-Collated

| Straight | 3R12420 | 3R12421 | 3R12424 | 3R12429 |
| Reverse  | 3R12420 | 3R12421 | 3R12424 | 3R12429 |

### 8.5" x 14" Pre-Collated

| Straight | 3R12422 | 3R12427 |
| Reverse  | 3R12422 | 3R12427 |

### 8.5" x 11" Singles

| CB | 3R12434 |
| CFB | 3R12435 |
| CF | 3R12440 |
| 3R12437 | 3R12439 |

### Adhesive

| 8R7870 | 1 Quart | 16 qts/Palette |

‡ Mini-carton. Not available in Canada.

---

## Xerox Equipment Owners

100% Performance Guarantee

[Learn more](https://www.xerox.com/guarantee)

Xerox offers a 100% Performance Guarantee for any paper or media that is featured on the Recommended Media List for a specific Xerox® printer or digital press. This is your assurance that if you are unhappy with the performance of recommended Xerox® paper or media, we will take back the unused product and replace it or refund your money—guaranteed. No problem.

For more information, contact your Xerox Supplies Representative, an authorized Xerox Reseller or visit us at [www.xerox.com/supplies](http://www.xerox.com/supplies)

---

## Non-Xerox Equipment Owners

100% Customer Satisfaction Guarantee

Xerox Premium Digital Carbonless Paper is specifically designed for use in high-speed xerographic copiers and printers, including HP® Indigo, Kodak® NexPress® and all other dry toner devices from desktop to production presses.*

If, for any reason, you are dissatisfied with Xerox Premium Digital Carbonless Paper under normal conditions, Xerox will, at your option, provide technical support to help resolve the problem, replace the product, or refund the cost of the product. This is our unconditional guarantee.

Trust Xerox Premium Digital Carbonless Paper for all your carbonless paper needs.

*Unless your device is not designed for carbonless paper.

---
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